
FOE (http://www.foe.co.uk/) IMBA (http://www.imba.com/) 

British Cycling (http://www.britishcycling.org.uk) 

Orange are based in Halifax in England. I (Andrew) have ridden a 21inch P7 and a sub-5. The P7 is a steel hardtail and it is
renowned for being very durable. I found it to fit me very well also with a comfortable riding position on long rides and a manageable
maneouvrable frame. We should approach Orange for sponsorship. Orange are a quality English manufacturer with an excellent
reputation. It would be good to be biking on an English frame. A draft letter to Orange is here. Orange will offer us a discount on
frames. contact michael@orangebikes.co.uk
On-One are based in Todmorden in Yorkshire. [2] (http://www.on-one.co.uk) 
Independent Fabrications Steel Deluxe [3] (http://www.ifbikes.com/frames2/steeldeluxe.shtml) 
Mojo list of Fox dealers [4] (http://www.mojo.co.uk/forxdealers.html) TF Tuned Shox - approach for discount on shock tuning

Lowe Alpine Tradewinds [5] (http://www.tw-od.com/) - outdoor equipment company based in Wellingborough

Camera- I (Andrew) want to take a very good digital camera with me. One of my main past times will be taking photographs. I am
spending time researching photography, history and techniques. I have had the opportunity to have a go with Tom's Nikon 50D and I
was really impressed with the great photos, the speed of taking the shot, the build quality of the camera and the different options. I
need to write a letter to some manufacturers to approach them for equipment sponsorship.
DV- Sony

Canon UK number: +44 (0)1737 220000 Nikon Ephotozine [www.ephotozine.com]
Digital SLR

MSR XGV
Stove

Intel World Ahead Program (http://www.intel.com/intel/worldahead/index.htm?iid=abouttab+wa) 
Intel Environmental policy [6] (http://www.intel.com/intel/other/ehs/index.htm?iid=about+lhn_environment) Powergen

Ecotricity

Paul Deegan (http://www.pauldeegan.com/sponsorship_and_publicity.html) Everest climber's advice
Ben Saunders (http://www.bensaunders.com/finding_sponsorship.htm) polar explorer's advice

Orange Vaude Leatherman Hilleberg

A single A4 page should be written to make initial contact with potential sponsors.

What we can offer
Getting the attention of companies initially is paramount when approaching them. Keep it simple but be prepared and don't talk
about money until in meeting.

Sponsorship
Sponsorship is not just a fundraising venture. The sponsor will expect
more than a feeling of wellbeing and association with something.

Hopefully we can approach sponsorship in a way that it is a win-win situation for both parties and we may get a better deal than we would 
have done, had we not researched what is expected by a sponsor. Having more understanding and relationship with a sponsor may mean we
can make a difference to the way they do business in a positive way.

Sponsorship is providing value to the corporate sponsor. The company will essentially want to sell more of their product by supplying it to us
but also develop an impression people have of their product, and develop a relationship with the customer. They want to be helped to
understand their target audience better. Their target audience may be adventure cyclists who use a certain trailer. They can learn this by
learning from us and from the response we get for the project from whoever.

It is a multi-facetted trip with environment, philosophical, adventure sports, and travel audiences. It will therefore attract a range of
demographics.

We can maintain a good relationship with a sponsor by communicating effectively, being proactive and educating our sponsor on the use of 
the product or the demographic who is likely to use / buy the product. The way we are approaching the project with website, blog, and
documenting our journeys etc means we should be able to communicate effectively with the outside world and sponsor.

Fundraising Events
Maybe taking part in a charity bike ride in the UK between now and May next year would be a good way to raise some initial charity funds and
get awareness for sponsorship opportunities? Also, local press and writing to mountain-biking magazines would be good ideas.

Companies to Approach
When looking for sponsors, do some research into the company values such as their environmental and ethical policies.

When looking for companies assess our ability to match attribute to attribute or attribute solve attribute.

For example, Google Earth is an epic piece of software about the earth, we are doing an epic mission around the earth therefore attribute 
matches attribute. Ecotricity is a company which only gets energy from renewable sources. We are doing the same and possibly using solar
panels / wind turbine to charge batteries- a suitable match. Merida run off-road bike marathons and make bikes suited to this amongst others-
a good match.

An attribute solves attribute may be: we are biking around the world, we are going to get very sweaty and therefore need breathable durable
clothes. Gore Tex makes breathable clothes for outdoor activities. We are going to be very smelly and need to wash. Lush [1]
(http://www.lush.co.uk/) are a brand which play to being ecologically and environmentally friendly.- A good match.

Bikes

Clothing

General Equipment

Mapping
Google Earth Plus would be great for our mapping needs. I have sent a Letter to Google enquiring about it.

Environmental, Social

Getting Company Sponsorship

Companies
Bike

Letter

Content
It will aim to get a meeting with the company to discuss further. It will have to impress, have impact, and be succint.

Sponsorship Inventory (What we have to offer the company in certain measures of)
A sponsor may request to have rights over the sponsorship. Sponsorship must adhere to ethos of trip.



Aim to impress

Map Laptop- Website- Sponsorship progress- show planning

Polaris Challenge (http://www.polarischallenge.com/) 

Types of sponsorship include presenting sponsorship which is that they claim to be presenting the event. Naming rights is that they are
perceived to own the event. Major sponsorship would be all the bells and whistles. Supporting sponsorship. Official product of... official wind
turbine or solar panel or eco-fuel producer.

Depending on how much a particular sponsor contributes we can offer exclusivity on the product e.g. how much they are endorsed in event 
driven advertising or promotional media. A company may want to use our logos/ images in their materials or use our name to endorse their
product. Other things include banners/ flags at media events (if any), inclusion in public relations e.g. press releases. Practically all our promo
material will be online on websites. Therefore the sponsor could offer to use some content for the sponsors site, for web events, features,
contests, that sort of thing, or just use inspirational photos.

Other possibilities include involving the sponsors preferred charity of choice. We could also offer for the sponsor to help us with logistical or
creative things, such as maintaining a website, shipping out new gear, sorting out administration, maybe, if needed.

The company will want to establish what monetary gains they are set to make by supporting us. This may involve making a brief cost-benefit
analysis. The company needs to be shown that spending money on sponsoring us will be more beneficial than other forms of marketing in
this instance. The types of exposure the company will get from sponsoring us includes appearing on photos, in a book, on websites,
mentioned in interviews and media, having reviews of products conducted and products trialed.

Other benefits may include offering exclusivity on what bikes we use, allowing the use of our logo and press releases, some filming or 
demonstration opportunity, a press conference. There will be a contract with a sponsor which will outline what rights the company has.

Meeting

Media

UK Events
Events at which we can spread word of our plans to the mountain biking and environmental communities
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